Campus Events

A listing of University news and events

NOTICE

EVENTS DUE TO THE VOLUME OF EVENTS, THE UNIVERSITY HAS CHANGED \THE \ORDER IN \WHICH EVENTS \ARE ANNOUNCED \IN THIS SECTION. \THESE \CHANGES \ARE \NOTED \IN \THE \CLASSIFIEDS \SECTION \OF THE DAILY \PENNSYLVANIAN \AND ON AN \ONLINE \SCHEDULE \REVIEWED \BY \STUDENT \AFFAIRS \AND \STUDENT \GROUPS. \THE \STUDENT \AFFAIRS \DEPARTMENT \RESERVES \THE \RIGHT \TO \EDIT \CAMPUS \EVENTS \ANNOUNCEMENTS \AS \NECESSARY.

ART OF SISSY KELLY "CUBIC OBJECTS" AT \ROBERTS \ART \GALLERY \TODAY \THROUGH \THURSDAY \3-5 \PM \AND \FRIDAY \2-5 \PM.

CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF \POLITICAL \ECONOMY \ANNUAL \LUNCHEON \TOMORROW \AT \8 \PM \IN \THE \NEW \HALL \OF \COMMERCE \AT \THE \UPPER \CLUB.

COURT \DAY \AT \11 \AM \IN \THE \NEW \HALL \OF \COMMERCE.

CHEER \CLUB \MEET \TODAY \AT \1 \PM \IN \THE \BARN \TO \INFORM \STUDENTS \ABOUT \THEIR \NEW \SPORTS \TEAMS. \THE \MEETING \IS \OPEN \TO \THE \PUBLIC.

ALL \UNDERGRADUATE \AND \GRADUATE \STUDENTS \ATTENDING \THEMEET \SHOULD \ATTEND.

ARTISTS \WANTED \FOR \EXHIBIT \AT \THE \CAMPUS \ART \GALLERY. \APPLICATIONS \ARE \AVAILABLE \FROM \THE \ADVISOR \AT \THE \CAMPUS \ART \GALLERY.

GRODE \STUDENT \COUNCIL \WANTS \A \STUDENT \TO \ADVISE \THE \STUDENT \COUNCIL. \IF \YOU \ARE \INTERESTED, \PLEASE \CONTACT \THE \CAMPUS \ART \GALLERY.

WOMEN \COME \TO \A \MEETING \TODAY \AT \5 \PM \IN \THE \NEW \HALL \OF \COMMERCE \TO \DISCUSS \THEMEN \OF \INTEREST \TO \WOMEN. \THEMEETING \IS \OPEN \TO \THE \PUBLIC.

AUTO \MAINTENANCE WORKSHOP \TODAY \AT \3 \PM \IN \THE \NEW \HALL \OF \COMMERCE. \THEMEETING \IS \OPEN \TO \THE \PUBLIC.

TOMORROW \ATTENTION \STUDENT \MUSICAL \GROUPS \AND \CAMPUS \ART \GALLERY \MEMBERS \WHEN \ANNOUNCING \YOUR \EVENTS \ON \THE \CAMPUS \ART \GALLERY \SCHEDULE, \PLEASE \USE \THE \SAME \STANDARDS \AS \THEM. \THE \CAMPUS \ART \GALLERY \DEPARTMENT \RESERVES \THE \RIGHT \TO \EDIT \CAMPUS \ART \GALLERY \ANNOUNCEMENTS \AS \NECESSARY.

ATTENTION \UNDERGRADUATES \AND \GRADUATE \STUDENTS: \THE \Q&A \WITH \REAL \POLICEMAN \JASON \STRAUSS \IN \THE \NEW \HALL \OF \COMMERCE \TODAY \AT \1 PM.

AN \INVITATION \Spend \Snaboat \PI \A \Israel \Party \Wed \Nov \18 \at \7 \PM \in \Bodeh \Lounge \of \Houston \Hall. \Meet \people \who \have \just \come \back \from \Israel. \If \you \are \interested \in \going \to \Israel, \you \can \remain \after \the \party \and \ask \questions. \Please \call \Judith \at \662-3335 \or \Eugene \at \662-4785 \for \more \information. \The \first \100 \to \arrive \will \receive \a \free \Snaboat \Party \Shirt. \Reserves \the \right \to \edit \Campus \appear

Harvard to woman: no tackle football
CAMBRIDGE, Mass.- A woman has said that Athletic Directors are not interested in putting on events that are not football related on the campus. Harvard footballer Alexandra Crouther, the first woman to engage in any collegiate tackle football competition, was not invited to play in Harvard's annual football game against Brown University. Harvard has been under fire for not including women in its athletic programs. Harvard's response was that it is a "business plan" and unlike the Brown game, they should not be expected to "take anything seriously." Harvard President Neil Entwistle, who might have said it, was not available for comment.

Pitt flags driving contest
FORT WORTH, Texas-Pitt fans have been using the"Fan of the Week" contest as a way to incentivize their driving skills. Pitt fans have been using the"Fan of the Week" contest as a way to incentivize their driving skills. In the past, Pitt fans have been known to drive at breakneck speeds, often putting others at risk. The contest has been a way for Pitt fans to showcase their driving skills and compete against each other. The contest has also been a way for Pitt fans to support their team and show their enthusiasm for the game. Pitt fans have been using the contest to showcase their driving skills and compete against each other. The contest has also been a way for Pitt fans to support their team and show their enthusiasm for the game. Pitt fans have been using the contest to showcase their driving skills and compete against each other. The contest has also been a way for Pitt fans to support their team and show their enthusiasm for the game.

Defensive offends Michigan
ANN ARBOR, Mich.- Michigan State's defense has been the difference in the team's victory over Notre Dame. The Michigan State defense held Notre Dame to just 13 points, compared to the 27 points the team scored in its previous game. The Michigan State defense has been strong all season, and it continued to perform well against Notre Dame. Michigan State's defense has been the difference in the team's victory over Notre Dame. The Michigan State defense held Notre Dame to just 13 points, compared to the 27 points the team scored in its previous game. The Michigan State defense has been strong all season, and it continued to perform well against Notre Dame. Michigan State's defense has been the difference in the team's victory over Notre Dame. The Michigan State defense held Notre Dame to just 13 points, compared to the 27 points the team scored in its previous game. The Michigan State defense has been strong all season, and it continued to perform well against Notre Dame.
Republicans

Why does the party always lose in Philadelphia? Will it ever win?

By David Goodhand and Kenneth Bernbaum

It's tough being a Philadelphia Republican these days. Just ask last week's election victims.

"The party is nothing," said Patrick Pfender, a Republican who lost his seat in the Pennsylvania legislature. "They nominated qualified, highly competent candidates. They worked hard. But they lost.

"We need to change," said Pfender. "We need to change the image of the Republican Party. We need to change the way we campaign. We need to change the way we vote.

"We need to change the way we think," said Pfender. "We need to change the way we feel. We need to change the way we act.

"We need to change the way we vote," said Pfender. "We need to change the way we think. We need to change the way we feel.
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A CHILLY RESPONSE:

A Chilly Response to the Author's Arguments

To the Editor,

I read with interest your recent article on undergraduate education at Penn. While I agree with many of your points, I believe that your analysis is based on a narrow perspective that fails to consider the broader context of higher education today.

First, your assertion that students are not engaged in their education is not supported by recent studies. Studies have shown that students are more engaged than ever before, and that they are seeking authentic learning experiences.

Second, your suggestion that the tenure system is preventing professors from being innovative is a misperception. The tenure system is designed to protect the academic freedom that is necessary for the advancement of knowledge.

Finally, your call for a greater focus on the humanities is commendable, but it is important to remember that a well-rounded education includes a balance of liberal arts and sciences.

In conclusion, while I appreciate your desire to improve the educational experience at Penn, I believe that a more balanced approach is necessary.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]
Profs to study effects of SPUP phase-out

By LAUREN COLEMAN

A five-member faculty committee has been named to study the effects of the University's phase-out of the School of Public and Environmen-

tal Policy last year.

"It was the unanimous decision of the faculty," said Curtis Reit/er, a law school professor who is heading the committee. "The key point is that public policy programs have been placed under the umbrella of the Graduate School of Arts and Sciences.

"What we have now is that public policy is no longer a part of any school on campus." The committee will conduct a long-term study of the in-

flux of new students enrolled from the phase-out of the Public Policy programs.

"We are making a serious effort to make sure these programs continue as coherent as possible," Reiter said.

Reiter said the committee will be in-

formed of the progress of the Pro-

fessional schools that have taken

over the programs that were reloca-

ted following the phase-out of the

school.

"The question is, what should the University's position on public policy be?" said Reiter.

"We will have to work very closely with public manage-

ment programs on campus."

"Our mission is to take the programs together and have another start at it." Reiter said.

"We are making a serious effort to make sure these programs continue as coherent as possible," Reiter said.

"The question is, what should the University's position on public policy be?" said Reiter.

"We will have to work very closely with public management programs on campus."

"Our mission is to take the programs together and have another start at it." Reiter said.

"We are making a serious effort to make sure these programs continue as coherent as possible," Reiter said.
I'd like to start by telling you a philosophy I live by. I believe that if you do what you know you know, you will become a better person. I believe that if you follow your heart, you will be happy. I believe that if you are true to yourself, you will find your place in the world.

The video thing. You probably heard about my video computer hair cutting system. It's the first system in its type and the best idea I ever had. We cut your hair and then make a videotape of it. We show you the face, left profile, and right profile.

We record three takes or eight seconds and you don't have to leave your chair. We will all be in our court room of how we will do it. When you come back for your next haircut I won't have asked you what you want. I won't have to.
What does on-campus housing have to offer?

- proximity to campus facilities
- security
- no commuting costs or hassles
- no additional utility costs
- convenient services
- friends nearby and
- much more

Applications now being accepted for second semester.

Assignment Office
Residential Living
High Rise North
898-8771

The Environment

General Electric Research and Development Center is expanding upon its research program in AI. Unusual opportunities exist to help influence the present and future direction of information systems in one of the most diversified high technology companies in the world, with businesses in aerospace systems, medical electronics, information and financial services, power automation, and industrial systems products.

The AI program will expand the research emphasis on:
- Artificial Intelligence Systems
- Expert Systems
- Knowledge Representation
- Man-Machine Interfaces
- Inference and Reasoning
- Learning

Professional Opportunities

We have immediate openings in research and systems activities at the engineer/scientist, project leader, and program manager levels in our Artificial Intelligence Research Program. Opportunities exist for work in the areas of Knowledge Representation, Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, and Expert Systems.

Contact

Investigate excellent salaries, benefits, and growth prospects by sending your confidential resume to Mr. Neil Fagin, Artificial Intelligence Research and Development Center, PO Box 8, Schenectady, NY 12301.

The future is working at General Electric

GENERAL ELECTRIC

An equal opportunity employer
THANK YOU! SALE

We are having a sale for you

ALL DAY!

Self Service

Open 7 days

THURSDAYS FOR LUNCH!
11:30 - 1:30

Moo Wed Fri 11-1 PM (Chapel) Coll tl5-483-0754

THANK YOU!

for an exhibition of artwork

The taste for

even chilled cold as ice.

Brewed to keep its flavor

Improve on tradition.

Now, there's a great imported beer

BRAHMA BEER,

BRAHMA BEER, PEACE CORPS

Beth - 387-2492

Call: Donna - 222-0514

The board should no(  be chosen by (he
governing board because (hey are

November 17, 8:00

Ben Franklin Room
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Books Worth Reading
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We don't stock textbooks. Ofiices or glossaries. No cute cover art. Typing grades(lengths) with thousands of good books, new and used, all discounted massively. We're a bookshop for readers; come browse a awhile.

Books Worth Reading
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Computers aid language studies

New College course links computers, social sciences

BY ELLEN LEAN

A new course at the College designed to introduce social science students to basic computing will be offered for the first time next semester.

College Associate Dean for Computing Gerald Porter said Social Sciences I is designed to give a general overview of computer sciences and to introduce students to social science research. "To me, computer literacy meant that students should know how to use a computer in the context of their disciplines," he said. "I felt that if we could systematize the way students in the social sciences go to gain computer assistance, the course would show what they do.

"This course will show you what you can do when you are confronted with a series of data," he said.

Fought said that while some departments offer quantitative analysis - "methods" courses, this will be the first general computer course offered in the College.

The course is expected to be followed by Social Sciences II, a computer literacy course scheduled for the spring. It will deal with the use of statistical programs for data analysis and will prepare students for Social Sciences I.

While the course will rely on newspapers and other recent sources for the current events and languages, it will also require students to use some research skills. Fought said the course will have a qualitative approach.

"One of the things I want to do is to get people to talk about the basis of these manuscripts," Fought said. "We will be asking about the use of sources, the use of statistics, and the use of computer literacy for future scholars' efforts." Fought said the project has three parts. In the first, to develop software, to document the Colloquial language and to experiment with communicating information in computer languages.

The course will rely on newspapers and other recent sources for the current events and languages, it will also require students to use some research skills. Fought said the course will have a qualitative approach.
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OFFensive line tries to regroup

Of course, talk of too much motivation is not as big a problem as a lack of motivation. "We're taking a long, hard look at our kicking game," Berndt said. "Last year (against Cornell) we had a heck of a problem getting motivated for the second consecutive year.

"Our kicking game," Berndt said. "We had a lock on a trophy could be in Penn's possession for the second consecutive year.

"I think our offensive line has molded very well together," he said. "The line certainly shouldn't have a problem getting motivated for the game." It's almost like there's too much motivation," Hombrough said. "It's on TV and it's the last game for the seniors. For a 10-2 team, it's the second game of the season. That experience should help us."

The line certainly shouldn't have a problem getting motivated for the game."

Defensively, you react to a lot of things that are happening and you are not supposed to see your hands on offense," Berndt asked. "They're the most difficult men to block."

"They're the most difficult men to block."

Directed by Ilona K. Gerbner

Nov 17, 18, 19, at 8:00 PM
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Prizes for best costume

- 2 for 1 greens drinks

- Free Steve's ice cream

- Gumby door prizes

 Tonight's game is also an initiation of sorts for the veterans. Tonight's game is also an initiation of sorts for the veterans.

"It's the first official game since last season, so it's a little different," co-captain Willy Oliphant said. "Unlike our kicking game," Berndt said. "We had a lock on a trophy could be in Penn's possession for the second consecutive year."

One question mark going into this weekend's game is the status of starting kicker Dave Shulman. After an all-Ivy season in 1982, Shulman has had only two of 10 field goals this year. His most recent miss was a 28-yarder against Harvard in the first quarter at Harvard.

"I think our offensive line has molded very well together," he said. "The line certainly shouldn't have a problem getting motivated for the game."

"They're the most difficult men to block."

"They're the most difficult men to block."
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"It's a little different as a substitute, because you don't anything, so it will show what has happened in the past and what we have to improve on."
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In the face of being down 2-0, the Flyers regrouped late and capitalized on making the necessary adjustments in the third period. The game hinged on the Flyers' ability to defend against the rival team's scoring chances and to maintain a composed style of play.

"We've been down in games before, and we've fought back," coach Mike Babcock said. "It's just a matter of how we respond in those situations. Tonight, we showed we can dig deep and come back when it counted most."
Offensive line tries to regroup
Harvard game hasn’t hurt confidence

The offensive line that has given so much trouble to the Harvard defense and that wasComposition

- To evaluate the offensive line's performance against various teams.
- To determine how the line's performance has influenced the team's overall success.
- To identify areas for improvement in the line's technique and strategy.

For one weekend, Franklin Field's a TV studio

Starting tomorrow, Franklin Field will be converted into a television studio to broadcast the Penn Relays and Palestra basketball events. The conversion will be a rare opportunity to see how the field is used by television crews. The Penn Relays, featuring events such as the 4x100 relay, the mile run, and the 3000-meter steeplechase, will be broadcast on ESPN2 throughout the weekend. The Palestra basketball games, including the opening night match between Penn and Butler in the Big East Conference, will also be televised. The conversion will provide a unique perspective on how television crews operate and how events are covered.